
 
 

Challenge #4 
HEALTHCARE INNOVATION 

 
Challenge Statement: Utilize beacon technology to enhance the patient experience for the 
pediatric care market. 
 
Market Background: The pediatric healthcare market is massive and, similar to the rest of the 
healthcare industry, it isn’t poised to slow down. Still, it’s an area frequently overlooked for 
medical innovation because of the practical reality that the size of the market is eclipsed by the 
adult market. However, there exists unique opportunities in the pediatric market, as hospital 
visits can be very different experiences for children compared to adults. How can you use new 
location-based beacon technology to enhance this experience for young patients, parents, or 
the pediatric hospital staff?  
 
Technology Background: Beacon technology (alternatively dubbed “nearables”) makes use of 
various sensors to trigger the transmission of location-based information to something like a 
smartphone via Bluetooth low energy signals. Using these proximity technologies, beacons 
detect human presence and behavior and trigger pre-programmed actions delivering contextual 
and personalized experiences at distances up to 200 meters.  
 
Springboard Resources:  
Number One 
Number Two 
Number Three 
Number Four 
Number Five 
Number Six 
Number Seven 
Number Eight 

 
Project Tips: 

● The “patient experience” is the summary of many interactions between people and the 
environment. Push to develop a concept that will impact some specific aspect of the 
patient care experience (a real  problem) for some specific person involved - the young 
patient, day nurses, night nurses, physical therapists, parents, grandparents, etc.  

● There is no expectation that you develop a functioning prototype with the beacon 
technology, but consider how you can tell the overall story of the interaction.  

● Your solution will need to improve the care experience, but the hospital will not buy your 
product unless it can deliver tangible and measurable value for the organization. 
Consider how this value is measured and captured.  

● Similarly, you will be unable to capture value if you cannot create it. This beacon 
technology may seem a touch magical, but how will you get your end users to adopt, 
appreciate and interact with your solution?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://estimote.com/
https://www.fastcodesign.com/3034830/ideo-thinks-estimotes-bluetooth-nearables-could-be-a-game-changer
https://techcrunch.com/search/beacon#stq=beacon&stp=1
https://peds2040.org/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/emily-drake/trends-and-innovation-in-_b_9790064.html
https://techcrunch.com/2015/08/05/target-launches-beacon-test-in-50-stores-with-expanded-rollout-later-this-year/
http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hospital-management-administration/patient-experience-an-increasingly-critical-hospital-indicator.html
http://healthcare.mckinsey.com/measuring-patient-experience-lessons-other-industries

